“Caste”, a word normally used in relation to the Indian subcontinent, is rarely associated with Japan in contemporary scholarship. This has not always been the case, and the term was often used among earlier generations of scholars, who introduced the Buraku problem to Western audiences. Amos argues that time for reappraisal is well overdue and that a combination of ideas, beliefs, and practices rooted in Confucian, Buddhist, Shinto, and military traditions were brought together from the late 16th century in ways that influenced the development of institutions and social structures on the Japanese archipelago. These influences brought the social structures closer in form and substance to certain caste formations found in the Indian subcontinent during the same period.

Specifically, Amos analyses the evolution of the so-called Danzaemon out-caste order. This order was a 17th century caste configuration produced as a consequence of early modern Tokugawa rulers’ decisions to engage in a state-building project rooted in military logic and built on the back of existing manorial and tribal-class arrangements. He further examines the history behind the primary duties expected of outcastes within the Danzaemon order: notably execution and policing, as well as leather procurement. Reinterpreting Japan as a caste society, this book propels us to engage in fuller comparisons of how out-caste communities’ histories and challenges have diverged and converged over time and space, and to consider how better to eradicate discrimination based on caste logic.

This book will appeal to anyone interested in Japanese History, Culture and Society.

Timothy D. Amos is Associate Professor in the Department of Japanese Studies, National University of Singapore.
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My hope is that the current volume will illuminate the history of Danzaemon as well as generate a larger discussion about the nature of caste in Asia and beyond.

While grateful to everyone who has helped me complete this book, any mistakes found within are of course mine.
Japanese words have been placed in italics in the first instance that they appear in the book using the Hepburn system for Romanization. Macrons have been applied wherever appropriate. Exceptions to this rule include instances when the words cited are in commonplace use in English (like Tokyo or Kyoto) and when the words contained in passages are taken in direct quotation from other authors and macrons and italics have not been applied in the original usage.

Japanese place names are generally Romanized in full with designations of places such as *kuni* and *mura* translated into their respective English equivalents: province and village. In the case where the meaning of a place name would be lost with a direct transliteration, an English equivalent has been used (for example, the *shimo* in Shimowana village has been translated as “Lower Wana”).

Japanese names are written in the body of the text with the family name preceding the given name as per common convention. The exceptions are when the author’s name appears in the opposite order in the source cited or the author is more commonly known by names (or has published work) in the conventional English language order. Standard Anglophone citation methods are followed for footnotes and the bibliography.

Pre-Meiji dates have not been converted into the Gregorian calendar equivalents unless otherwise stated, so that the Japanese date *Bunsei ninen nigatsu futsuka*, which would normally be read as February 2, 1819, is, in fact, February 25, 1819. Dates have been listed, moreover, in traditional Japanese order of year, month, and day: 1819.2.2.

Original currency units are also preserved in the text. Gold, silver, and copper all functioned as independent currency units during the early modern period, and although rates changed according to time and place, one gold *ryō* generally bought about 60 *monme* of silver and 4,000 copper coins (*mon*).
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Travelling in a car from Ubud to Denpasar in late 2014, a friendly young man by the name of Dewa informed me quite matter-of-factly: “Bali is a caste society. It is reflected even in our names and the language we use.” A month later, sitting in a hotel lobby in the Malayalam-speaking Indian city of Kottayam, a scholar by the name of Yesudasan informed me that: “Caste is reflected in the names we have, our facial features, our skin colour, language, and even the ways we comport ourselves in front of others.” Heading to Hyderabad a week later, a Telugu-speaking scholar informed me of the caste problem in his family and village, where his father would refuse to sit down in the presence of a person of a higher caste even if it was in his own house. Much later, visiting the Seung-dong Presbyterian Church in the old Seoul district, I learned of the attempts of a group known as the Baekjeong to liberate themselves from discrimination by converting to Christianity.

These experiences, and many others like them, have arisen out of my sustained engagement to try to better understand the history and contemporary plight of Burakumin in Japan. My comparative engagement with the histories of these groups has led me to conclude that caste is a term that can and should be applied to Japan. Caste is a useful shorthand to describe a particular way people are characterized, categorized, and/or identified in their local contexts across Asia and beyond. It is also an important term for linking the experiences of the people or groups mentioned above, whose existence has in important ways been determined by a “caste system” and notions of “pollution” and “untouchability”. Throughout the wider Asian region, moreover, there is a sense in which subcontinental forms of caste have impacted the region, whether directly through transmission of ideas and practices, or indirectly through acting as a kind of template through which local conditions have been understood.

At the same time, each instantiation of the word “caste” in relation to Asian societies must be carefully scrutinized, for it carries unique, culturally specific, semantic baggage. Distinct practices of translation and various regionally specific traditions and contexts play a role in determining particular localized understandings and structural realities of caste. Neither, moreover, do terms such as caste necessarily carry for each interlocutor the same kind of emotive load. For Dewa, there was no such thing as an untouchable class in Bali; for Yesudasan,
the word conjured up a long history of violence and oppression linked to a system akin to slavery. The dominance of the use of the English term in my work is, of course, a sad reflection of my inability to speak the local languages of many of the areas I have visited in doing broader research for this study on Danzaemon, as well as perhaps a disquieting indication of the hegemonic reach of the English language throughout large stretches of Asia. The fact that caste is actually derived from the Portuguese language, moreover, further reminds us of the long history of European imperialism that has helped shape the ways we have come to understand complex systems of stratification across Asia and the reason why caste is now a dominant word to explain a variety of forms of social difference rooted in practices of endogamy, commensality, and the like.

Despite these sizeable barriers to understanding that threaten to capsize any meaningful study of the broader phenomenon of caste across Asia and beyond, “outcasteness” – a sub-categorical analytical term within studies of caste – none-theless remains both a conceptual glue and an ontological reality eminently capable of binding both scholars and activists together. Time and again the figure of the “outcaste” has served as a sturdy and politically meaningful platform for cross-cultural engagement, comparative study, and potent activism. It can do this because the term reflects not only a historical, but also a contemporary reality. While it is ultimately my goal to produce a study of “caste” and the “outcasteness” produced by such social systems rooted in a firmer understanding of the specificities of local and regional histories across the Asia-Pacific region, the present volume simply aims to engage in a deeper empirical investigation of a particular regional variation of caste and outcasteness in Japan as an attempt to better understand the points at which it converged on and diverged from other caste formations.

It does this for three primary reasons: first, in the hope of identifying common mechanisms for excluding peoples from groups and societies around the region as well as pinpointing the various forms of agitation that have helped achieve a modicum of liberation from these practices; second, to demonstrate the ways different hegemonic power formations exercise dominating spheres of influence over particular people, spaces, and places over time that contain both important commonalities and points of divergence; and third, to gain a better understanding of how particular forms of exclusion usually associated with “out-casting” change over time, in particular during the transitional phase from older, feudalistic patterns to modern societal forms.

I do not have reservations about calling Japan a caste society for a number of reasons that will be outlined in this book, but in the beginning it will perhaps suffice to say that none is more compelling than the fact that doing so places me in some rather good company within Japanese scholarship. One of the leading Japanese scholars on Danzaemon – the early modern institution at the heart of this book – used the words “caste form” (kasoteki keitai) when referring to at least one of its important components. The work of this scholar, Minegishi Kentarō, was the first I read in Japanese as a young graduate student and it has remained an important source of inspiration for me throughout my research.
And as the reader will discover in this volume, Minegishi is but one of a number of scholars who have made the association.

Danzaemon is the main focus of this book because it is a particularly interesting instance of an extremely organized and localized form of outcaste social management which has been carefully studied by several generations of scholars; and because it is the system that I have come to know best. But while focusing on the history of Danzaemon and the outcastes who came under his rule, I have had the privilege of living, researching, and working in other parts of Japan and Asia. Consequently, while simultaneously making a careful examination of Danzaemon governance practices within the system of status rule in early modern Japan, I have tried to make useful comparisons with other localized caste formations across Japan and Asia, and beyond. This book cannot claim to be comparative in any straightforward sense, but it nonetheless can and does make comparative observations using the work of scholars from India and other regions to both clarify the nature of Danzaemon rule and to help begin to build a platform for a fuller understanding of caste and untouchability across the region.

My earlier monograph also arose primarily out of my study of Danzaemon and the outcaste communities he ruled over. This research led me to the conviction that the history that I was discovering in the records appeared quite different to those narratives found in the expansive Japanese language literature on Burakumin which was then uncritically adopted in the sparse English language literature on the topic. I decided that before I could really begin to write my history of Danzaemon and the early modern villages and communities I was studying, I needing to spend more time unpacking the history behind how contemporary understandings of the Buraku problem came about. That book became a historical account of the contingent nature of Buraku identity in Japan. Based on original archival materials, ethnographical research, and critical historiographical work, I argued that it was perhaps more profitable to see Burakumin as a kind of 20th century discourse which subsumed many different bodies of people under the same label for a variety of different reasons, which need to be analysed historically.

My earlier work helped me to develop sensitivity to the regional and geographical complexities of caste in Japan and across Asia. It provided a building block that permitted me to return to my earlier study of Danzaemon and begin to better understand the historical dynamics that underpinned the emergence of the outcaste order in eastern Japan in the early modern period. It also permitted me to widen my historical scope and begin to join with other interested scholars in undertaking more comparative research on caste in Asia. It has also led to an engagement with a number of scholars’ works that have similarly argued that premodern Japan was a caste society. Caste is, of course, a word used primarily, but not exclusively, in relation to the subcontinent, and is still seldom meaningfully associated with Japan in contemporary scholarship. But this was not the case among earlier generations of scholars who first introduced Western audiences to detailed analysis of the Buraku problem, nor has it been the case among
well-regarded historians of Japan’s premodern status system. Some intriguing comparative work in recent years suggests, moreover, that the time for reappraisal is well overdue.\(^5\)

Whether someone will subscribe to the case for classifying Japan as a caste society, or as a society with clear caste-like formations, will largely hinge upon whether they can agree with how it is being defined in this book and whether or not they agree that those definitional features can indeed be identified on the Japanese archipelago. A comparison of caste (a term of course derived from the Portuguese notion of *casta* and commonly used to reflect the Sanskrit ideas of *varna* and *jāti*) in parts of India and other places around the world, and status (*mibun*) in the Japanese context, and a clear demonstration of the strong convergence between the definitional markers scholars have highlighted in relation to both kinds of social systems during the early modern period, is therefore essential to the success of this project. That said, however, this book’s primary objective is to reveal common ground between social groups who have been severely marginalized (i.e. made “outcastes”) by caste-based logic across Asia. It does this in the hope that such research might provide a sturdier platform for comparative scholarship that can generate deeper understanding of this phenomenon, as well as enhance collaboration in the realms of cross-cultural interaction, historical engagement, and political activism.

With the above in mind, this book focuses on the historical evolution and transformations around Japan’s largest formalized outcaste community during the early modern period (1600–1868), the so-called outcaste system centring on the intriguing institutional leader who went by the title Danzaemon (an office rendered by the Tokugawa authorities usually as “chief of *eta*”).\(^6\) The book argues that this order was a caste-like configuration rooted in the idea and practice of mibun established in the 17th century as a result of early modern Tokugawa rulers’ decisions to engage in a state-building project rooted in military logic that built on the back of pre-existing social and political structures which included manorial, kinship, and historic regional social arrangements, which can be explained as comprising part of a larger history of caste in Japan.

Extant historical documents only enable a partial reconstruction of the eastern Japanese outcaste system due to the fact that they contain serious limitations. Documents pertaining to Danzaemon tend to be post-17th century reproductions of original sources captured by the Tokugawa shogunate for judicial purposes, or a combination of originals and copies contained in the family records of regional sub-chiefs who came under Danzaemon rule. For this reason, any book attempting to capture the historical realities of Danzaemon and the outcaste order will necessarily focus to a considerable extent on issues of governance. That said, however, the records permit a reasonably detailed reconstruction of some of the main primary duties expected of outcastes within the Danzaemon outcaste order. This book chooses three – executing criminals, policing unregistered peoples, and procuring and supplying leather – and shows through a historical investigation of the evolution of these duties (and the
Introduction

privileges that came with performing them) that early modern outcastes clearly experienced Japan as a kind of caste society.

As scholars such as Tsukada Takashi have clearly and consistently demonstrated, “status” (mibun) was the predominant “mode of existence” in premodern Japanese society. Early modern subjects, according to Tsukada, were publicly affirmed in their political and social positions through performing official duties for a particular lord (okami) in their respective “status-based groups” (mibunteki shūdan). Tsukada demonstrates that early modern society was slowly reorganized through the formation and legitimization of status-based groups during the first half of the 17th century (becoming particularly pronounced from the 1660s). These groups entered into official relationships (goyō kankei) with the Tokugawa authorities to ensure their survival. An earlier division of labour coupled with various late medieval and early Tokugawa policies saw numerous so-called outcaste groups such as the eta (chōri) and hinin enter into various official relationships with authorities. They received official acknowledgment and economic privileges in relation to begging and leather production in return for accepting officially prescribed duties often pertaining to certain stigmatized industries (execution duties, burial, etc.).

The argument

Early modern Japan was also built on a unique system of social status with an earlier pedigree which also operated according to its own peculiar regional logics. This system of status, moreover, was further defined by birth, occupation, marriage, hierarchy, pollution ideology, and religious practice. Danzaemon and his subjects, moreover, also clearly came to fulfil a scapegoat function within this system where their social existence was constantly transformed by evolving ideas of pollution and redefined by their own attempts to use status system logic to improve their own position within the overall sociopolitical hierarchy. Understanding the foundations of and various transformative influences on Japan’s early modern system of sociopolitical hierarchy enables us to better understand the comparative ease with which the outcaste system was eventually dismantled in eastern Japan after the Meiji Restoration as well as the subsequent problems facing people commonly understood today to be Burakumin. Understanding the caste-like nature of the early modern social order also propels us to engage in fuller comparisons of how outcaste communities’ histories and challenges have diverged and converged over time and space, and encourages us to consider how better to establish global platforms for eradicating discrimination based on caste logic, structure, and practices.

English language writing on Burakumin for much of the postwar period generally suffered from a combination of poor contextualization, lack of empirical research, and orientalist sensationalism. Scholars matter-of-factly referred to the group as one of Japan’s main taboos, usually making mention of the “invisibility” of Burakumin, and regularly drew a conceptual parallel to Indian Dalits by invoking words such as “untouchability”. Despite these constant allusions
Introduction

to the caste-like nature of the problem, only a handful of writers attempted to take the comparison seriously. And apart from a few outliers, moreover, subsequent English language literature tended to be largely derivative in nature, subscribing uncritically to the literature produced by Japan’s largest postwar Buraku liberation organization, the Buraku Liberation League (BLL). Much of this literature became enamoured of the “political origins” of Burakumin, arguing that while ancient and medieval outcast groups existed in Japan, it was only around the time of the creation of the early modern Japanese feudal state that we could definitely claim an origin for Buraku communities that can be demonstrably shown to have persisted right through to the present.

In this commonplace interpretation, the warrior class – for various reasons including the desire to secure a monopoly on leather production and the need to create a class of people who would bear the brunt of social frustration at the establishment of a tiered sociopolitical system – forced outcast communities to live in certain segregated places and to become the bearers of an outcast status that over time became increasingly immutable and characterized by certain kinds of socially stigmatized labour and duties. In this common conceptualization, outcasts at the commencement of the early modern period became outcastes. Subsequent modern attempts at liberation were argued to be largely devoid of substance, mostly working against members of these communities by destroying their early modern monopolies. It was only when the members of these communities took matters into their own hands and started to engage in grassroots struggles for emancipation that real changes began to happen. The movement was quashed as a result of the rise of Japanese militarism, however, and the Japanese state really only officially assumed some responsibility for their role in the creation of a pseudo-caste system in the late 1960s.

While this interpretative position still tends to dominate some contemporary reflections on Buraku history even today, subsequent critical perspectives nonetheless offered significant reinterpretations or correctives in relation to how to relate the history of Burakumin and the nature of the Buraku problem. Scholars pointed, for example, to the medieval and even in some cases post-Meiji origins of some of the communities declared to be Buraku communities today as evidence of the unsuitability and unsustainability of the early modern political origins thesis. They also pointed to the ways in which the logic of status (mibun) pervaded all aspects of early modern Japanese society, challenging the notion that early modern outcaste groups were somehow deliberately singled out as specific targets of discriminatory state policy. Perhaps most tellingly, however, they sought to understand the ways in which status systems were generated and transformed locally, forged into a seemingly universal category in the modern period through the forces of capital, but in reality becoming a product of the ways in which local communities instituted systems of modern land ownership and legislated systems of participation and belonging as Japan attempted to join the comity of modern nations.

This book builds on the key insights of such critical scholarship, while at the same time attempting to synthesize such critiques with a considerably revamped
early modern political origins literature which itself has reached new levels of sophistication in the last decade or so. This book argues that early modern Japan was a caste society, a solid mixture of inherited and created elements, but that the ultimate form the social system took needs to be understood primarily through a careful investigation of local conditions and considerations. This book offers the first book-length manuscript on the history of Danzaemon in English, building on the insights of scholars who have in recent decades thought critically about the history of outcastes in Japan and who have refused to toe the simple ideological line of outcaste victim in their historical narratives. But it also takes seriously the insistence by large numbers of evolving “political origins” theory scholars about the importance of the role of the early modern state in the creation and ideological justification of a system of status that proved definitional in relation to the making of a fixed system of early modern outcastes who are commonly considered to be the ancestors of today’s Burakumin.

Such a synthesis is made possible in part by bringing together the insights of scholars working on premodern Japan from diverse methodological perspectives. The comparative sociologist S.N. Eisenstadt has noted, for example, that Japanese feudalism adopted the form it did because of the peculiar relationship between the disintegration of tribal-class and state formation. Placing Danzaemon history within the larger historical context of the breakdown of clans, and the emergence of new occupational and kinship groups in eastern Japan during the medieval period, is an important aid in understanding Japanese caste formation and early modern status dynamics. Considering Danzaemon, moreover, as Mark Ravina once pointed out, as a newly created “feudal agent” in the early modern period, someone who became a reasonably independent authority incorporated into the early modern “compound state”, is also an important insight that has helped with the conceptual development that underpins this study. Danzaemon and the eastern Japanese outcaste system can be understood as one particular loose caste configuration defined by pre-existing medieval kinship, occupational, community, and belief structures that were reconstituted and bound together through Tokugawa state-building processes.

In the early part of the Tokugawa period, the shogunate built on the earlier medieval logic of monopolizing the labour of groups considered essential for maintenance of warrior rule. The Tokugawa authorities inherited a society with various strong social divisions, formed primarily as a result of a historical division of labour, but which was also clearly shaped by kinship-based organizational structures. The occupational group community, originating in localized kinship structures that were further shaped by medieval socioeconomic and political forces, became one of the primary units for the effective and efficient undertaking of official duty (along with villages and town block associations) in early modern Japan. Such groups became one of the central units through which order could be maintained and the performance of duty enforced.

Danzaemon rule came to be superimposed over a large number of eta (chōri) village communities, in a good many cases already in existence for some time (how long, exactly, is a difficult question to answer). Pre-existing villages with
reasonably unique local arrangements of exchange, trade, and in some cases servitude with nearby peasant communities, religious institutions, and townships became incorporated into an early modern system of governance in which leaders were geographically anchored to communities characterized by a shared geography and occupational and familial proximity. Where such an arrangement was already in clear operation in the later medieval period, such as in some rural villages and townships, minimal effort was needed to restructure communities to conform to the group expectations of warrior elites. Where such an arrangement was far from being realized, however, entry into the early modern social order proved more problematic. Policy measures such as cadastral surveys and population registers also proved critically important in further helping shape such processes.

Danzaemon and the immediate community over which he ruled in the latter half of the 17th century were moved to their Asakusa location on the outskirts of Edo and offered special privileges in exchange for loyal service to the shogun. Permitted to retain some autonomy in relation to the matter of how he ruled over members of his own group, Danzaemon was in turn required to serve in an official capacity in relation to numerous shogunal duties. Because of this strong connection to the shogunate, successive Danzaemon heads came to govern their subjects ostensibly according to a military-style organizational logic, largely conforming to what Herman Ooms once called a “fundamental hierarchizing ‘imaginary’

17. The early Tokugawa shoguns had further flirted with hierarchical cosmologies in various combinations drawing heavily from Confucian/Neo-Confucian, Buddhist, and warrior discursive practices that would justify their imposition of warrior rule and social container-based prejudice upon the rest of society while simultaneously restricting access to other ideas and inspirations such as Christianity or militant, exclusivist Buddhist sectarianism which might help local populations see ways of overcoming these imposed constraints.18

“Pollution” (kegare) ideology was central to this endeavour, and Danzaemon and the outcaste system that subsequent heads presided over were deeply affected by such developments.

Gerald Groemer has labelled the entire system of rule that grew up around Danzaemon the “Edo Outcaste Order”.19 Building upon such a conceptualization, this book argues that early modern Japanese society was founded on the conceptualization of a unique system of social status (mibun) which was in essence a reconstituted caste form which operated according to its own peculiar regional logics and was defined by local conditions and pre-existing practices, but that regardless of region produced a category of scapegoated persons who were repeatedly linked to ever-evolving ideas of pollution and normality.20 Despite the interpretative difficulties of locating pollution and understanding how it necessitated the existence of a societal scapegoat, this book nonetheless takes seriously the marginalized nature of Danzaemon and his subordinates, pushing for the larger conclusion that essentially what one is witnessing in Japan during this period is a reenergized caste system, however “loose” it may appear in comparative terms.21
Caste, whatever the origins of the term and the historical baggage it contains, can be envisaged as a social system with certain distinctive features, and its presence is clearly evident in eastern Japan between the 17th and 19th centuries. That the term caste can be applicable to premodern Japan becomes readily apparent, for example, if we theorize it along the lines of Irfan Habib, who has argued that caste contains the following six features: a universalizing division based on birth; endogamy; hierarchy/ranking; occupational fixity; a purity/impurity imaginary; and affective religious duty. The experiences of Danzaemon and those who were subject to his rule, as well as many of the main features of the Edo outcaste order, fit neatly inside such a definition, albeit with some important caveats that will be explored in the following chapter.

Danzaemon and the outcaste order from the 17th century onwards assumed official responsibility for an ever-increasing series of overlapping stigmatized duties which worked together to establish a compounded form of outcasteness with shifting definitional contours. In undertaking official duties in relation to religious festivals, flaying skins and procuring leather, performing crucifixions and other execution duties, and policing and caring for itinerant vagabonds, Danzaemon and his subjects came to function as societal scapegoats. In the second half of the 18th century, as Tokugawa society entered a phase in which much of the original foundational logic of the early modern status system was little understood and losing traction, as ideological influences that had at one time proved quite potent were losing their veneer, and as the economic benefits able to be accrued through economic monopolies based on certain forms of stigmatized labour became more conspicuous, the shogunal authorities embarked upon a process of drastic reinforcement of the caste system. This was an act that necessarily involved re-policing caste divisions, reenergizing earlier polarizing notions of pollution and stigma, and recreating an outcaste subject again capable of fully functioning as a scapegoat in the face of rapid change rendered by economic transformation. The important restorative act was signalled by documents such as the An’ei Edict of 1778, a law that among other things worked to police outcaste practices. At the same time, however, discourses on pollution from the late 18th century onwards also had to rely on a new kind of logic, as older foundational logics no longer retained the same kind of rhetorical hold and normative effect, and the reality of blurred caste lines was increasingly visible for all to see.

Yet also somewhat paradoxically, outcastes under the rule of Danzaemon simultaneously became increasingly mobilized as instruments of Tokugawa power at around this time. In 1772, for example, the shogunate ordered eta to arrest those caught gambling in their respective areas. Such a move, however, needed to be underpinned by a more expansive interpretation of outcaste social function and accompanied by a considerable shrinking of actual social distance between outcaste and sovereign (while of course maintaining the fiction of vast social difference in terms of perception). This was achieved in three ways: by placing Danzaemon and his outcastes more directly under Tokugawa rule and encouraging a reorganization of their social group along more militarized lines; mobilizing a specialized “pathos of distance” for outcasts which would
function to further separate them from the world of commoners; and adopting an official position towards them which tended to recognize and affirm that of all the social groups under Tokugawa rule they had a particular duty to absorb and assimilate an ever-expanding number of functions and duties. What resulted from this system was an outcaste order under Danzaemon that became a highly bureaucratic punitive arm of the Tokugawa shogunate, able to project the sovereign’s power throughout all of his territories, but sufficiently set apart from the world of men that socio-religious stigmas and popular discontent could also be directed at it with comparative ease.

Methodology and structure

The chapters of the book are arranged as follows. Chapter 1 establishes the grounds for the argument outlined above, introducing the reader to some of the core issues involved in thinking about the early modern Japanese status system as a form of caste, and some of the specificities of the Edo outcaste order under the leadership of Danzaemon that reveal core similarities between caste forms, predominantly in subcontinental Asia and Japan. Chapter 2 then outlines the construction of the Edo outcaste order at a macro-historical level, showing how the system was forged out of the ruins of older social arrangements and economic systems and transformed over time through logic and practices that reveal considerable overlap with other similar caste systems in Asia.

Chapter 3 focuses on how the discursive and ideological dimension of outcaste existence was transformed over time through ever-evolving ideas of pollution and normative ideals pertaining to “normality”. It also reveals how an overarching military logic came to underpin the artifice of Danzaemon governance and how this might in fact be interpreted as a form of social mobility/resistance akin to Sanskritization in the subcontinental context. Chapter 4 analyses outcaste duties involved in punishment, with a particular focus on official execution duties pertaining to crucifixion at the place of the crime. The chapter demonstrates how Danzaemon and his subordinates were increasingly mobilized over time to effect these punishments, while at the same time they were nonetheless forced to maintain strict practices of social separation. Elaborate ritual symbolism was increasingly employed in the latter part of the Tokugawa period to inscribe status lines in new ways which simultaneously scapegoated the outcaste while projecting the authority of the shogunate.

Chapter 5 examines the history and development of Danzaemon’s official duty of policing unregistered members of the population and shows how poverty issued a constant and serious challenge to the early modern status system. Through an examination of the Tenpō famine and the relief measures proposed by the Tokugawa shogunate, and by following the role of Danzaemon and members of the Edo outcaste order in their prescribed roles during that period, the chapter further shows how the logic of status was reaffirmed and inscribed with new elements during one of the most tumultuous periods that potentially undermined the authority of the shogun.
Chapter 6 deals with outcaste space, focusing particularly on the history of the main residential area of Danzaemon, Asakusa “Newtown”. This chapter demonstrates that historical processes of urbanization, status group consolidation, labour specialization, capital accumulation, and inter-status group network creation, formed an elite stratum of neighbourhood residents in Asakusa which was reasonably well-integrated into the broader social and economic landscape of Edo by the late Tokugawa period. The stratification of the neighbourhood over time, moreover, created numerous internal tensions within the neighbourhood as well as throughout the Edo outcaste order, which affected both how outcaste status in eastern Japan was imagined, and how regional outcaste communities imagined their relationship to the centre.

The final chapter of the book then moves on to examine a core outcaste commodity: leather. Because status and human existence in early modern Japan were so closely tied to particular forms of production, following the goods and services outcasts produced and provided reveals how their activities/actions were constrained by, and helped add shape to, the caste order. While much is made of leather production in relation to outcasts, surprisingly little has been written about the mechanics, logistics, and economics of production in relation to the outcaste order in eastern Japan. Through an investigation of the economic aspects of outcaste existence, the chapter demonstrates how economic forces undercut the caste structure in important ways, creating tensions both within and outside the Edo outcaste order and multiple attempts to uphold the old status order.

This book does not assert that the above structure offers a complete or finalized view of early modern caste in Japan. But by examining some of the core ideas, events, people, spaces, and goods that helped define Danzaemon and the Edo outcaste order, the hope is that the book will offer a reasonably comprehensive examination of one particular kind of caste formation in early modern Japan. Comparative references are made to other outcaste communities around the Japanese archipelago, and in relation to other societal contexts, when such comparisons are deemed useful or when referencing situations in other regions is thought to help fill gaps in the analysis. And as I hope becomes abundantly clear throughout the following pages, this book is written with the conviction that a good history of Danzaemon and his direct subordinates should ideally help us to understand the mechanics of the entire system and offer insights about the historical processes involved in its dismantling in order to better illuminate the modern mechanics of caste and to develop potential strategies for its complete annihilation.

Note on Danzaemon and terminology

Danzaemon, frequently written about as a single, nameless institutional figure in Anglophone literature, was actually the title assumed by successive individuals who ruled over Edo outcaste groups and who understood and articulated their particular places in the Tokugawa socio-political order in markedly different
ways. The proper names for Danzaemon and the dates surrounding individual births, deaths, and reigns are incomplete and open to serious contestation, particularly for the first five leaders who are said to have assumed the title. The most comprehensive list of individual Danzaemon to date and the one relied upon in this book can be found in the work of Uramato Yoshifumi.25

1. Danzaemon Chikafusa (Shukai) (r.1590–1617)
2. Danzaemon Chikasue (r.1617–1640)
3. Danzaemon Chikanobu/Chikaharu (r.1640–1669)
4. Danzaemon Chikahisa (r.1669–1709)
5. Kichijirō (r.1709)
6. Danzaemon Chikamura (r.1709–1748)
7. Danzaemon Chikasono (r.1748–1775)
8. Danzaemon Chikamasu (r.1775–1790)
9. Danzaemon Chikashige (r.1793–1804)
10. Danzaemon Chikamasa (r.1804–1821)
11. Danzaemon Chikatami (r.1822–1828)
12. Danzaemon Chikamori (r.1829–1838)
13. Danzaemon Chikayasu/Naiki/Dan Naoki (r.1840–1871)

To reflect the considerable ambiguity surrounding the earliest Danzaemon leadership, and the almost complete absence of biographical information in relation to the early generations of leaders who purportedly assumed the title, this book simply uses the term Danzaemon to refer to all leaders who emerge prior to Danzaemon Chikamura. From the period of rule of Chikamura, however, certain biographical data becomes available for subsequent leaders who assume the title Danzaemon, making it somewhat easier, when source materials permit, to offer an examination of the various transformations of rule in each period as led by certain individuals with peculiarities and defining characteristics. Nonetheless, considerable caution must still be exercised on this point, for while the materials left to us to recreate this history are rich in comparative terms, the materials were not often originally created for that purpose, and there are considerable issues pertaining to the reliability of certain documents. In an important sense, what we know biographically about various Danzaemon rulers is sometimes ascertained by reading against the grain of the intended purpose of the original source. This book, moreover, also occasionally utilizes the term Danzaemon in a more general sense, to refer to the institutional dimension of the Edo outcaste order with an established bureaucratic centre in Asakusa.

This book also uses the terms eta, chōri, and kawata largely interchangeably. While it is my belief that Danzaemon and his subordinates clearly preferred the term chōri to refer to themselves in eastern Japan, eta was the term that came to be used most often in relation to them by other groups. Indeed it probably became the most prevalent term used in relation to them in official documentation and literary writing in the second half of the Tokugawa period. The term kawata is more prevalent in other parts of Japan, particularly in central Japan,
and will be utilized when it is more accurate to do so or when previous scholarship has preferred to use the term. Where possible, however, this book will use the term chōri, and depending on the context eta, or even sometimes a combination of the two: chōri (eta) or eta (chōri).
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65 This basic argument has been developed to a high level of sophistication in Luke S. Roberts, Performing the Great Peace: Political Space and Open Secrets in Tokugawa Japan (University of Hawai’i Press, 2012).

practices of these occupational communities by a centralizing state, and the economic and political demands of the Tokugawa shogunate heavily impacted the decision to create an order of outcastes.

Despite the real lack of material to help with the rebuilding of the early history of the establishment of the Edo outcaste order, it is nonetheless clear that it came into existence with Danzaemon at its apex by the end of the 17th century, and that the order comprised an important part of an emerging social status system in eastern Japan in territories dominated by shogunate rule. Beggar settlements in Edo transformed into the headquarters of a quite formalized network of hinin status groups with distinct hierarchies by about the third quarter of the 17th century. Extant materials reveal that these outcastes became an important part of Tokugawa shogunate social policy aimed at dealing with issues such as poverty, disaster, and homelessness. How these groups came to be associated with Danzaemon in the 17th century and how a relationship of subservience emerged between eta and hinin community heads is difficult to ascertain, although it clearly involved some kind of transference of begging rights in relation to the workplace. These status groups incorporated a number of hinin huts (hinin goya) governed by leaders with hereditary titles who would play a pivotal role in the later establishment and maintenance of beggar camps and prison infirmaries.

Danzaemon and the communities directly subordinated to his rule were at some point in the 17th century moved to their location on the outskirts of Edo and offered special privileges in exchange for loyal service to the shogun. Permitted to retain some autonomy in relation to the matter of how he ruled over members of his own group, Danzaemon was in turn required to serve in an official capacity in relation to numerous duties including torture and execution. The rule that Danzaemon was able to extend to chōri communities throughout the eastern Japanese provinces was predicated upon the networks between leatherworker groups that had already developed prior to the 17th century. Cadastral land surveys and registration practices worked in ways to legally affirm the position of chōri within their wider communities, but considerable differences existed between those that were eventually incorporated into the Edo outcaste order. What tied these groups together was the need of the shogunate to secure a steady supply of leather and an Edo-based community that could be relied upon to handle that task, as well as communities that could also handle the outsourcing of a variety of duties that the ruling authorities themselves increasingly wished to avoid.
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guarantee for privileges granted. In other words, even for a person of eta (chōri) status, it was in a sense better to be inside the system than marginalized by not conforming to it, and therefore not having one’s official presence acknowledged and a pathway to social existence guaranteed. At the same time, as this chapter has demonstrated, eta were a group that through transforming ideas of pollution came to embody an irredeemable and problematic social difference, even as they usually managed to maintain working relationships with other status groups throughout the early modern period. This was an unenviable position to be in, and the costs of being within an eta community far exceeded the benefits, whether they were concrete ones such as economic privileges or more intangible ones such as high levels of social and political autonomy. In all three periods discussed above, the overarching and overwhelming effect of pollution ideology was to scapegoat the outcaste, to portray him or her as someone who was impure, abnormal, and polluted. One important reaction to scapegoating, in addition to the various other well-documented responses pollution ideology engendered, was a form of samurai mimicry. Although the politics of such a movement is certainly less straightforward than other forms of response and resistance, it was nevertheless an action that still called into question the political and social status quo.

One question that still remains unanswered here is the underlying reason for the transition between the various forms of pollution ideology. Scholars have historically framed this problem as one pertaining to the changing intensity of pollution ideology. Minegishi observed that compared to the medieval period, early modern pollution ideology weakened over time. Although this is an important interpretation within longue durée caste/outcaste history, the view adopted here is that because of the recycling and reinvention of ideological forms over time, attempting to measure the relative strengthening or weakening of an ideology envisaged in a continuum over time is perhaps ultimately unhelpful. Pollution ideology is most fully evidenced when it becomes overdetermined at particular historical junctures and it assumes different forms in response to a range of factors including socio-economic divisions, political expediency, perceived social requirements, and popular perceptions. Each of the dominant forms pollution ideology assumed in early modern Japan – religious, social, humanistic – were historical responses to contradictions and impediments exposed by the faltering structural integrity of the status system.
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probably never really achieved. Explicit commands to carefully follow the procedures for crucifixion rooted in previous examples became a common order particularly during the early 19th century. 

Being part of an armed procession that acted as a retributive mechanism of justice enacting state vengeance on a variety of bodies (regardless of whether they were alive or dead) marked by different statuses also came with a degree of compensation. At the same time, however, the very state that required an outcaste hand for the execution of this harsh justice went to considerable lengths to dismiss the idea that outcastes were merely functioning as an extension of state power. The collection and transport of the prisoner, the transport and handing over of decorated weapons along with express stipulations about when and how these needed to be concealed or revealed, the selection of the execution site, and the preparations and payment for the crucifixion itself fell on the shoulders of local officials. The fact that Danzaemon officials retained hold of the bloodied spears that would eventually take the life of the convict for the duration of the crucifixion itself is an important reminder that eta and hinin retained the pollution incurred as a result of the taking of the life of the criminal while the shogunal weapons were there merely for magisterial display. Moreover, the tools used to parade the prisoner and guard his or her dead body, revealing the majesty of the shogunate at the execution site, were strictly on loan and had to be concealed outside of the crucifixion dates and returned to non-outcaste officials immediately after the two-night/three-day vigil period expired. Furthermore, the removal and burial of the corpse, the burning of the guard hut, and the disposal of the execution placard and cross fell upon the local outcastes engaged by Danzaemon to execute the punishment.

The use of violence against the state in the 1860s by *shishi* (“men of spirit”) began to further undermine the notion of the absoluteness of Tokugawa authority. Furthermore, with the arrival of Western powers and the emergence of extra-territoriality, there was a widespread recognition that Tokugawa power was rooted in a fundamental ignorance of justice and that punishment had to be adjusted downwards in the majority of cases to fit the crime and practices modified to fit a new economy of efficient enforcement techniques. Significantly, the punishment of crucifixion continued to be applied to cases of regicide and patri- cide until 1870, after which crucifixion was abandoned, signalling an important moment in the dismantling of the Edo outcaste order.
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In this sense, the famine and its associated problems can perhaps be said to have served in some respects to challenge the hegemony of commonplace images of official status distinctions; and the new methods designed to combat these problems led to important ways of envisaging the socio-political order in more humanistic terms. Rephrased in more biopolitical language, through this crisis, the Tokugawa shogunate, albeit momentarily, had begun to see the population more in terms of human life containing able-bodied subjects in need of proper numeration and mobilization. At the same time, however, attempts to think of ways out of the problem caused by the crisis and the achievement of a firmer degree of social stability also led to a greater conservative orthodoxy in thinking about the status system, one which resulted both in greater powers for the outcaste groups as well as a growing discriminatory discourse about their place in late Tokugawa society. Impoverished urban immigrants were still being subjected to outcaste surveillance and governance, and status-based relief policies were adopted again after the harsher effects of the famine. Humanity remained an outer garment covering status.

Later records reveal that the last Danzaemon, Chikayasu, also faced a legal challenge from the hinin leader Kuruma Zenshichi. The oral historical record of this account suggests Zenshichi came out very strongly, declaring a desire for independence in a world that was “growing more and more open”. Chikayasu’s defence of his official duty of policing the poor can perhaps be described as lukewarm at best, declaring that he would either retain his position over the hinin community, or happily return his powers to the shogunate if they wished to accede to Zenshichi’s demands. While on the one hand an appeal to this rhetoric was still a calculated attempt to retain his powers because the shogunate was well aware that it could not simply assume direct control over Edo’s hinin, the incident nonetheless also revealed the relative weakness of the Edo outcaste order. Particularly when compared to other caste formations across the Asian region, the organizational structure of the Edo outcaste order contained a relational component that was susceptible to reformulation through contractual logic.
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social marginalization. Although this chapter has focused on Edo, there is ample evidence to demonstrate that rural communities also faced similar kinds of marginalizing processes, and that the pathways to modernity for members of the Edo outcaste order were uneven and disparate. Although there is insufficient space to give full treatment to the problem here, modern discourses of difference, in relation to both the external and internal work of construction that transpired to erect ideas of modern Japanese nationality and citizenship, also greatly impacted the spatial and temporal axes of outcaste life, with the latter axis coming to dominate the former in the modern period. Concepts such as race and ethnicity, moreover, built on the back of earlier indigenous practices of racialization, were imported and developed to explain a difference that was imagined to exist geographically between nations and societies, and these ideas then combined with concepts such as civilization that increasingly came to frame difference in terms of historical backwardness.

Early Meiji government policies, focused on strengthening the military, building up industry, and removing potential eyesores that would denigrate the nation in the eyes of foreign observers, determined that both Shinchō and its residents were urban sites to be “normalized”. Shinchō’s leadership stratum in important ways spoke the same language and indeed shared many of the same aspirations as early Meiji leaders, and they generally weathered the transition from feudal to capitalist state well, although some more successfully than others. Through their commercial endeavours, other settlement residents also began to enjoy economic benefits and a slightly enhanced status within the wider Asakusa area, particularly as older notions of pollution began to recede into the past. Shinchō’s rapid transformation was at an important level facilitated by the development and permeation of capitalism, although the benefits of the economic transformations certainly cannot be said to have trickled through to the lowest strata of the neighbourhood. Yet at an important level, capital also worked to alienate the outcaste underclasses as society responded to these changes with a compounded form of stigmatization, which drew on both old and new discriminatory logics.
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permitted to retain their occupations under his rule, variously labelled as “impure industries” (sengyō) and “occupation” (shokugyō). And it was, of course, “occupation” (shokugyō) that found its way into the so-called Emancipation Edict of 1871, mirroring the language of the last Danzaemon’s 1870 request.
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Danzaemon and the chōri who lived under his rule can and should be placed within a larger history of outcastes who endured status-based rule within a caste society. They are linked to India’s Dalits, as well as other groups throughout Asia and beyond, not only conceptually, but also through the social tasks and official duties they performed, the privileges they secured, the abuses they endured, and the achievements they celebrated within a larger historical division of labour that was experienced differently according to region and period. These groups were linked in many ways, whether through an emerging international trade of skins or through similarities generated by particularities in caste dynamics. This is more than sufficient ground to inspire renewed efforts to further develop transregional studies and activism among people who have survived this kind of history and who are now struggling to find a more unified path forward in their fight for liberation from the legacies of caste and the tyranny of its remaining bonds.
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